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Request Payload
Object REQUIRED Description

Unique Identifier, see 3.1 No The Unique Identifier of the Certificate
being renewed. If omitted, then the ID
Placeholder value is used by the
server as the Unique Identifier.

Certificate Request Type, see
9.1.3.2.22

No An Enumeration object specifying the
type of certificate request. It is
REQUIRED if the Certificate Request
is present.

Certificate Request No A Byte String object with the certificate
request.

Offset No An Interval object indicating the
difference between the Initial Date of
the new certificate and the Activation
Date of the new certificate.

Template-Attribute, see 2.1.8 No Specifies desired object attributes
using templates and/or individual
attributes.

Table 161: Re-certify Request Payload1439

Response Payload
Object REQUIRED Description

Unique Identifier, see 3.1 Yes The Unique Identifier of the new
certificate.

Template-Attribute, see 2.1.8 No An OPTIONAL list of object attributes
with values that were not specified in
the request, but have been implicitly
set by the key management server.

Table 162: Re-certify Response Payload1440

4.9 Locate1441

This operation requests that the server search for one or more Managed Objects, depending on the1442
attributes specified in the request. All attributes are allowed to be used. However, Attribute Index values1443
SHOULD NOT be specified in the request. Attribute Index values that are provided SHALL be ignored by1444
the server. The request MAY contain a Maximum Items field, which specifies the maximum number of1445
objects to be returned. If the Maximum Items field is omitted, then the server MAY return all objects1446
matched, or MAY impose an internal maximum limit due to resource limitations. The request MAY contain1447
an Offset Items field, which specifies the number of objects to skip that satisfy the identification criteria1448
specified in the request. An Offset Items field of 0 is the same as omitting the Offset Items field. If both1449
Offset Items and Maximum Items are specified in the request then Offset Items objects are skipped1450
before up to Maximum Items objects are returned.1451

If more than one object satisfies the identification criteria specified in the request, then the response MAY1452
contain Unique Identifiers for multiple Managed Objects. Returned objects SHALL match all of the1453
attributes in the request. If no objects match, then an empty response payload is returned. If no attribute1454
is specified in the request, any object SHALL be deemed to match the Locate request.1455

The server returns a list of Unique Identifiers of the found objects, which then MAY be retrieved using the1456
Get operation. If the objects are archived, then the Recover and Get operations are REQUIRED to be1457
used to obtain those objects. If a single Unique Identifier is returned to the client, then the server SHALL1458
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copy the Unique Identifier returned by this operation into the ID Placeholder variable.  If the Locate1459
operation matches more than one object, and the Maximum Items value is omitted in the request, or is set1460
to a value larger than one, then the server SHALL empty the ID Placeholder, causing any subsequent1461
operations that are batched with the Locate, and which do not specify a Unique Identifier explicitly, to fail.1462
This ensures that these batched operations SHALL proceed only if a single object is returned by Locate.1463

Wild-cards or regular expressions (defined, e.g., in [ISO/IEC 9945-2]) MAY be supported by specific key1464
management system implementations for matching attribute fields when the field type is a Text String or a1465
Byte String.1466

The Date attributes in the Locate request (e.g., Initial Date, Activation Date, etc.) are used to specify a1467
time or a time range for the search. If a single instance of a given Date attribute is used in the request1468
(e.g., the Activation Date), then objects with the same Date attribute are considered to be matching1469
candidate objects. If two instances of the same Date attribute are used (i.e., with two different values1470
specifying a range), then objects for which the Date attribute is inside or at a limit of the range are1471
considered to be matching candidate objects. If a Date attribute is set to its largest possible value, then it1472
is equivalent to an undefined attribute. The KMIP Usage Guide [KMIP-UG] provides examples.1473

When the Cryptographic Usage Mask attribute is specified in the request, candidate objects are1474
compared against this field via an operation that consists of a logical AND of the requested mask with the1475
mask in the candidate object, and then a comparison of the resulting value with the requested mask. For1476
example, if the request contains a mask value of 10001100010000, and a candidate object mask contains1477
10000100010000, then the logical AND of the two masks is 10000100010000, which is compared against1478
the mask value in the request (10001100010000) and the match fails. This means that a matching1479
candidate object has all of the bits set in its mask that are set in the requested mask, but MAY have1480
additional bits set.1481

When the Usage Limits attribute is specified in the request, matching candidate objects SHALL have a1482
Usage Limits Count and Usage Limits Total equal to or larger than the values specified in the request.1483

When an attribute that is defined as a structure is specified, all of the structure fields are not REQUIRED1484
to be specified. For instance, for the Link attribute, if the Linked Object Identifier value is specified without1485
the Link Type value, then matching candidate objects have the Linked Object Identifier as specified,1486
irrespective of their Link Type.1487

When the Object Group attribute and the Object Group Member flag are specified in the request, and the1488
value specified for Object Group Member is ‘Group Member Fresh’, matching candidate objects SHALL1489
be fresh objects (see 3.34) from the object group. If there are no more fresh objects in the group, the1490
server MAY choose to generate a new object on-the-fly, based on server policy. If the value specified for1491
Object Group Member is ‘Group Member Default’, the server locates the default object as defined by1492
server policy.1493

The Storage Status Mask field (see Section 9.1.3.3.2) is used to indicate whether only on-line objects,1494
only archived objects, or both on-line and archived objects are to be searched. Note that the server MAY1495
store attributes of archived objects in order to expedite Locate operations that search through archived1496
objects.1497

Request Payload
Object REQUIRED Description

Maximum Items No An Integer object that indicates the
maximum number of object identifiers
the server MAY return.

Offset Items No An Integer object that indicates the
number of object identifiers to skip that
satisfy the identification criteria
specified in the request.

Storage Status Mask, see 9.1.3.3.2 No An Integer object (used as a bit mask)
that indicates whether only on-line
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objects, only archived objects, or both
on-line and archived objects are to be
searched. If omitted, then on-line only
is assumed.

Object Group Member, see
9.1.3.2.33

No An Enumeration object that indicates
the object group member type.

Attribute, see 3 No, MAY be
repeated

Specifies an attribute and its value(s)
that are REQUIRED to match those in
a candidate object (according to the
matching rules defined above).

Table 163: Locate Request Payload1498

Response Payload
Object REQUIRED Description

Located Items No An Integer object that indicates the
number of object identifiers that satisfy
the identification criteria specified in
the request. This value is only returned
when the server is able to determine
the total count of matched items.

Unique Identifier, see 3.1 No, MAY be
repeated

The Unique Identifier of the located
objects.

Table 164: Locate Response Payload1499

4.10 Check1500

This operation requests that the server check for the use of a Managed Object according to values1501
specified in the request. This operation SHOULD only be used when placed in a batched set of1502
operations, usually following a Locate, Create, Create Pair, Derive Key, Certify, Re-Certify, Re-key or Re-1503
key Key Pair operation, and followed by a Get operation.1504

If the server determines that the client is allowed to use the object according to the specified attributes,1505
then the server returns the Unique Identifier of the object.1506

If the server determines that the client is not allowed to use the object according to the specified1507
attributes, then the server empties the ID Placeholder and does not return the Unique Identifier, and the1508
operation returns the set of attributes specified in the request that caused the server policy denial. The1509
only attributes returned are those that resulted in the server determining that the client is not allowed to1510
use the object, thus allowing the client to determine how to proceed.1511

In a batch containing a Check operation the Batch Order Option SHOULD be set to true. Only STOP or1512
UNDO Batch Error Continuation Option values SHOULD be used by the client in such a batch. Additional1513
attributes that MAY be specified in the request are limited to:1514

 Usage Limits Count (see Section 3.21) – The request MAY contain the usage amount that the1515
client deems necessary to complete its needed function. This does not require that any1516
subsequent Get Usage Allocation operations request this amount. It only means that the client is1517
ensuring that the amount specified is available.1518

 Cryptographic Usage Mask – This is used to specify the cryptographic operations for which the1519
client intends to use the object (see Section 3.19). This allows the server to determine if the policy1520
allows this client to perform these operations with the object. Note that this MAY be a different1521
value from the one specified in a Locate operation that precedes this operation. Locate, for1522
example, MAY specify a Cryptographic Usage Mask requesting a key that MAY be used for both1523
Encryption and Decryption, but the value in the Check operation MAY specify that the client is1524
only using the key for Encryption at this time.1525
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Tag
Object Tag Value

Attestation Measurement 4200CB

Attestation Assertion 4200CC

IV Length 4200CD

Tag Length 4200CE

Fixed Field Length 4200CF

Counter Length 4200D0

Initial Counter Value 4200D1

Invocation Field Length 4200D2

Offset Items 4200D3

Located Items 4200D4

(Reserved) 4200D3 4200D5 – 42FFFF

(Unused) 430000 – 53FFFF

Extensions 540000 – 54FFFF

(Unused) 550000 - FFFFFF

Table 251: Tag Values2225

9.1.3.2 Enumerations2226

The following tables define the values for enumerated lists. Values not listed (outside the range 800000002227
to 8FFFFFFF) are reserved for future KMIP versions.2228

9.1.3.2.1 Credential Type Enumeration2229

Credential Type
Name Value

Username and Password 00000001

Device 00000002

Attestation 00000003

Extensions 8XXXXXXX

Table 252: Credential Type Enumeration2230


